
VZSOFTWARE
MODIFICATIONS
Fast Graphics on aVZ200/300? lt can be done! Here is the
good oil! Chris Griffin

I BOUGHT A V2200 soon after they were
released as an 

(upgrade' from my old 6800-
based CHIP-8 machine. But it soon became
obvious something was missing. It seemed I
could get speed or high resolution, but not
both. I wanted something that was fast and
took full advantage of the 128 x 64 dot co-
lour graphics; so ,'VZChip-8' was born.

VZChip-8 is a 'low memory' interpreter
(about 1.5K all up), designed for
Vz2(ns/300s with only 8K of memory. Fig-
ure 1 shows a memory map of a typical YZ
computer running my Chip-8 'system'. No-
tice the presence of an editor. This is used
to write your Chip-8 program and can also
be used to write machine code programs. It
is a separate program in its own right - a

stand-alone component in the CHIP-8 sys-

tem, so I have decided to discuss it first.

The Ghip-8/machine code
editor

This program is about lK long and allows
you to work entirely independently of
BASIC. In fact, it allows you to talk directly
to the central processor. Programs are writ-
ten in hexadecimal - or base L6, and con-
sist of a string of op-codes and arguments. If
you don't understand you should get hold of
a book on machine code programming for
the Z,80.

The basic requirements of an editor are
that it be able to write, run and modify pro-
grams, print listings and save to tape or
disk. I have included a few extras because I
find them helpful, but otherwise, the editor
consists only of these things.

Editor commands consist of a single let-
ter. Its features revolve around the memory

pointer. This is just like an arrow, pointing
to a particular place in the YZ's memory.
The editor uses the arrow to indicate where
it is to store or retrieve the information it
needs. For example, if you want to list a

program beginning at memory location
8260, you first set the memory pointer to
8260, then instruct the editor to list. How do
you do all of these things? Easy; using the
following commands:
A prints out the ASCII value of the next

character tYped.
B returns to BASIC; this is used for saving

to disk and loading from tape or disk.
D converts a hexadecimal number to its

decimal equivalent.
G is used to run machine code program.
H help, prints out a message to remind you

of something.
L lists memory to the screen, beginning at

the memory Pointer.
M sets the memory pointer to a particular

place.
O outputs (saves) a program to tape; pro-

duies B programs which run automati-
cally when you CLOAD them.

P puts data to memory, begin!$g at the
memory pointer position. This com-
mand is used for writing and modifying
programs.

S searches for a particular byte (ot two),
and points the memory pointer to the
place where a match occurs.

T type; the same as list, excePt to the
printer.

V v-ector; places the pointer at the memory
location which is stored at the present
pointer position.

X eXtension; allows for user defined com-
mands, and others; an extension is used

to activate ChiP-8 Programs.

Command extensions: X
Commands beginning with X are two

characters long: the second character is a
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Flggre 1_. Memory Tap of an operational
VZCnip-8 programming environment.
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Flgure 2. Some of the editor commands in

operation.

number (between 0 and F). Some X com-

mands are alreadY defined:
XO prints out a message beginning at the

memory pointer position; (all messages

use the- byte 00 to signify the end) '

XD directs all output to the video screen'

XE directs all output to the printer; for in-
stance, Figure- 2 was generated in this

fashion.
XC We shall use the XC command to acti-

vate the Chip-8 interpreter but since it
hasn't yet been installed XO iy.tt clears

the screen. The process of adding your
own X commands will become obvious
when we discuss connection of the Chip-
8 interPreter.
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THE EDITOR.
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Using the editor
Key in the listing given (Listing L), save a

copy of it, then run the program. You will
have to wait a while, until everything is set
up. If an error results, check the listing care-
fully. An introductory message will be
printed when the editor is installed. Save a
copy in this form to tape or disk. To do this
tape users should type: OVZEDITOR (cr)
SAFD (cr) 8F30 (cr), where (cr) means the
RETURN key. The last (cr) is not typed until
the tape recorder is on and in record mode.

Alternatively, type BBSAVE
"VZED|TOR",8AFD,8F30('cr'). Both Bs are
essential. The first is needed to exit the edi-
tor. This step eliminates the delay from oc-
curring every time the editor program is
run. It saves the machine code part, pro-
duced by Listing 1, to the relevant medium.

Commands
Now, try out some commands: particu-

larly M,L,H and T (if you have a printer). It
is a good idea not to use the G or K com-
mands just yet.

You will find that many commands
prompt for ADDRESSes, START locations,
STOP locations, etc. The answer accepted
by the computer consists of the /asr four
digits of whatever is typed in. If you meant
to type 88D8, and instead, entered 8BE,
just type in the right response and the prob-
lem is fixed, so that 8BE8BD8 is interpleted
as 88D8. This is important because the edi-

tor is not equipped with a backspace facility.
The P command, as I said before, allows

you to put data in memory. To test it out,
set the memory pointer to 7080 (use M7080
(cr)) and type P. Now, type in the following
data: 48454C4C4F (cr). Notice that the
word HELLO appears on the screen as you
type. You have stored the ASCII values for
HELLO at location 7080-7084, which is in
screen memory.

How did I know to use 4845 .? I
looked it up; but that's a laborious task if
you want to enter lots of words into memo-
ry. Instead, you can use an easier form: type
M70C0 (cr) P" , the " (shift 2) allows for
character data entry - the computer does
all of the conversions for you! (Notice that
while in this mode, the normally blue cursor
turns into an 'A'.) After typing in the re-
quired word, pressing another " returns the
cursor to blue again, so you can enter hexa-
decimal data as usual.

5 is used to search for one or two bytes,
depending on what you type in, from the
memory pointer to the end position (which
you also type in). If a two-byte search is re-
quired, make sure the search string is more
than two digits long. For example, to search
for 6,4.00 in the region of memory 8200 to
8500, type M8200 (cr) 56400 (cr) 8500 (cr).
The message NOT FOUND means that 6,4,00
could not be found anywhere between loca-
tions 8200 and 8500.

IMPORTAilT EDITOR MEMORY LOCATIONS

The editor has a small collection of useful subroutines. These can be used when prototyping a Chip-8
program or when writing machine code programs. Care should be taken to ensurb that-iallE to th6se
subroutines are not present in the final program, unless the editor is to be included in the final program.
Locatlon D,escrlption
SAFD Jump location, COLD START.
8800 Show HL register pair as a hexadecimal value.
8805 Show A register as a hexadecimal value.
8B1A Wait for a key press, A contains the ASCII value of the key that

was pressed.
8832 Show the character stored in A.
88.44 Show character in A, and beep.
8B4D Get a hexadecimal key (0-F, or (cr)) and put the value in A, A

equals 80 if (cr) is pressed.
8B7B Show a string using DE as the pointer, up to the character stored DE,AF

as 00.
8BA3 Shows a message off DE, and gets a two-byte number from the HL,B,DE,AF

keyboard; the number is stored in HL, while B contains the
number of keys pressed.

The following locations contain prompt messages used by the editor. Each message consists of
a string of ASCII characters ending with the byte 00. These messages can be changed to suit your
own personal requirements.
Location Length Description
SDDD 38 Introductory message; this is the heading displayed when the editor first

begins.
39 Help message; the 39 characters here are reserved for a simple memo which

is called up by pressing H.
3 Prompt string, normally consists of a space and two question marks.

Example: to change the help message, type:
M8E54 (cr) P"this is the new message (cr) "00 (cr)

Make sure that whatever you type as the message is less than the maximum size of 39 characters.
Next month: the CHIP-8 interpreter.

Registers altered
HL,BC,DE,AF

AF
AF
AF

none
none
AF

8E64

8C2D

DisccWcrlc)

AMPLIFIERS
ZPE Series ll (500W)
DISCO MIXERS
Citronic SM 330
Aristq

JUMBO STROBE
FLA 704
Sconner S'104
Sconner Bor S4 04S

HELICOPTER
2 ARM Spinner
4 ARM Spinner
8 ARM Spinner
UFO 324 "unreol"

-f,| PINSPoT

{tfie BSii;i

300 Moin Street, Lilydole
P,O, Box 509, Lilydole, 3140

(03) 735-0588

SMOKE MACHINE
Greot for Speciol Effects

[fluid ot S,15 per litre]
MIRROR BALL MOTORS
AC 240V

ROLLING LIGHTS
8 x 4545 lomps
24 x 4515 lomps

s 4 300,00

s6e5,00
s330.00

s 4 53.48
Sqq,as

s342,86

s 4 e8,00
s28e,00
s4e7 ,8e

s 4 6e8,55

548,e4
s58,ee

MIRROR BALLS
MB 009-9" s 37 ,20
MB 04 2 564,5S
MB 04 4 Se3.54
MB 04 8 5425.34
MB o2o S453,7e

$328.00

S2q,qq

se58.e5
s 4 e8s,45

COSMOS LIGHT
24 lomps
Holf Boll rotory light
6 lomps
CONTROLLERS

s4 e80,68

s357,28

Audio/Choser (Dw 4LC 4000) $295.00Pre-set Progrommed Controller 4
Chonnels eoch '1000W
LIGHT COMPUTER (DW 7LC 42001 $488.00
Progrommoble 7 chonnel with E-prom (,16
progromm,gs), ldeol for Advertising siQns
ond Disco lighting
vu L|GHT BAR (DW l2LC 480) $394.00
4 2 chonnel L.E,D, like disploy controller,
Triggered by sound signols. Exciting new
product I

CHASER (DW LC 4000) $r55.00
4 chonnel eoch 4 000W with speed ond
mode switching,
MUSTCAL (DW M 4000) $130.00
4 chonnel eoch '1000W sound to light.
PLEASE NOTE,, ALL CONTROLLERS COME
WITH 6 MONTHS WARRANTY.

LAMPS oll colours, soft gloss
ES 240V 60W box of 25 S7S.00
BC 240v 40W box of 4 00 S7Z,00
BC 240V 25W box of ,100 SZS.00

Bonkcord & Moil Orders
Power Cords not included
Trode Enquiries Welcome

Send S,A,E, for free price list,

10"/" discount with oll orders over S4 000
received by a /6/85
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